
 
 

Free Craft Pattern 

Lion Brand® Alpine Wool 
Mandy's Felted Scarf 

Pattern Number: 90161AD  

 
This fun free-form technique creates a unique scarf without any knitting or crocheting.  



Free Craft Pattern from Lion Brand Yarn 

Lion Brand® Alpine Wool 
Mandy's Felted Scarf 

Pattern Number: 90161AD  
SKILL LEVEL:  Beginner 

SIZE: Varies  
About 6 x 24 in. (15 x 61 cm) after felting. Size varies. 
 
CORRECTIONS: None as of Jan 22, 2010. To check for later updates, click here. 
  
MATERIALS 
• 822-099 Lion Brand Alpine Wool: Vanilla 

   1  Ball 
• Additional Materials 

Bubble wrap  
Liquid dish soap  
Spray bottle  
Rubber gloves 

  
GAUGE: 

Exact gauge is not important to this project 

NOTES: 

1. Due to the nature of hand felting, project size will vary.  
2. Treat finished scarf with care. Do not knot or twist.  

 
SCARF  
Lay bubble wrap onto a flat, waterproof surface with bubble side facing up.  
Lay yarn back and forth across top of bubble wrap in a continuous strand of spaced vertical lines to cover an 
area about 8 x 30 in. (20.5 x 76 cm) (This is larger than finished scarf since shrinking will occur during felting 
process). Lay yarn in opposite direction to form a second layer of strands. Continue layering yarn in 
alternating directions until about half the yarn has been used.  

FELTING  
Fill spray bottle with hot water, add a small amount of dish soap. Spray yarn evenly with hot soapy water, 
being careful not to soak. Roll up bubble wrap tightly to encase yarn. Wearing rubber gloves, begin to roll 
bubble wrap back and forth vigorously, pressing firmly, for about 5 minutes.  
Unroll bubble wrap, and spray yarn again lightly. Roll up bubble wrap in opposite direction, then continue 
rolling vigorously for another 5 minutes.  
Unroll wrap and check felting progress. Yarn strands should have begun to felt together.  
Continue to roll, changing direction and checking felting progress every few minutes.  
When yarn is felted to your satisfaction, rinse piece very gently with cool water. Roll felted piece very gently 
between 2 towels to remove water, do not wring or twist. Lay piece flat to dry.  

 
  

 
   

Every effort has been made to have the knitting and crochet instructions accurate and complete. We cannot be responsible for variance of individual 
knitters and crocheters, human errors, or typographical mistakes. 

 
 



We want your project to be a success! If you need help with this or any other Lion Brand pattern, e-mail 
support is available 7 days per week. Just click here to explain your problem and someone will help you! 

 
For thousands of free patterns, visit our website www.LionBrand.com 

To order visit our website www.lionbrand.com or call: (800) 258-YARN (9276) any time! 
Copyright ©1998-2009 Lion Brand Yarn Company, all rights reserved. No pattern or other material may be reproduced -- 

mechanically, electronically, or by any other means, including photocopying -- without written permission of Lion Brand Yarn 
Company.


